“A logical partner for ERP Resourcing”

BALFOUR BEATTY CASE STUDY - 5 YEARS SERVICE
Balfour Beatty is a world class infrastructure services business operating across the infrastructure lifecycle, with
leading positions in major markets. Operating in over 80 countries, in diverse markets and economies, we
provide the assets societies need to function, develop and thrive. Our four businesses draw on more than 100
years of experience to deliver the highest levels of quality, safety and technical expertise to our clients, principally
in the UK and the US, with developing businesses in Australia, Canada, the Middle East and South East Asia.

TESTIMONIAL OF RECRUITMENT SERVICES
“Pegasus ERP Solutions has been instrumental in the development of Balfour Beatty’s Oracle Applications e-business suite footprint and also project cycle. Pegasus
has demonstrated continuous commitment to our Oracle ERP systems and am comfortable various other points of contact at Balfour feel exactly the same. My
position can warrant circa 20 Oracle Applications e-business suite professionals have been provided. My relationship began 5 years ago when he actually
placed me at the organisation. Balfour operates a very large and complex e-business suite footprint and the recruiting service has been a benchmark in my
experience of recruiting Oracle professionals”.
Oracle Applications Manager
“Naseef is a very experienced Procurement Functional Lead. I found Naseef to be both knowledgeable in his field and very business focused. He was able to
understand the business requirements and complexities of the organisation very quickly, and built a good report within the team and with our internal customers.
I would recommend Pegasus and Naseef as a P2P Functional Process Lead for any Oracle Procurement implementation”.
Oracle Transformation Manager

PERMANENT CANDIDATE TESTIMONIALS

BALFOUR BEATTY CORE MODULES

Kathy Tunnah

“Despite difficulties in my being free to interview, Rasul persevered and was
enthusiastic, committed and professional throughout. I would recommend
Pegasus to anyone looking for an Oracle Apps position”

Oracle Financials
AR, AP, GL, FA, CM, iExpenses
E-Tax, Sla, FSAH

Steven Brown

“Pegasus is an excellent Recruiter - showed a lot of knowledge regarding
the technologies involved, something that is often missing from other recruiters”

Oracle SCM & Distribution
OM, INV, WIP, BOM

Lufti Hamood

“Rasul is highly capable of identifying talent that apply to strict and specific
requirements which makes him and asset to any Organization. Thank you for
your service”

Angus Mackie

“I would recommend Pegasus as being a bit different to most other recruitment
agencies as they have a personal touch, they go the 'extra mile’”

Oracle CRM
CRM, Telesales, Teleservice, Install Base
Quality, Service Contracts,
A R ERepair
L E WDepot
M ID DiStore
Adv. Configurator,
F O O T P R IN T

Oracle R12 Functional Consultant

Oracle R12 Project Manager

FUSION
R12

Oracle Procurement
PO, iProcurement, Sourcing
Oracle HCM & Payroll
Core HR, iRec, OLM, Absence

CONTRACT CANDIDATE TESTIMONIALS
“I have utilised Pegasus network on a number of contracts, they is excellent
at finding the right Oracle Professional in double quick time”

Oracle Applications
Technical Consultant

“As far as the Oracle Applications arena goes, they certainly know the
market and I'm sure that clients appreciate that too”

Oracle Applications
Hybrid Consultant

“No problems at all in my dealings with Pegasus. Everything during my
contract went smoothly without any issues”

Oracle Applications DBA /
Solutions Architect

“Pegasus are a highly professional recruiter who have ability and
knowledge within the Oracle Application recruitment space”

GA

SUS ERP

RVICE GU
SE

Oracle Functional Consultant

Hyperion
Essbase, Planning, HFM, DRM

PE

Lead Technical Architect

ANTEE
AR

Oracle Solution Architect

“Our reputation is everything”

